
Tony – Mechanical Engineering 
If you’re reading this indoors, take a moment and pay 
attention to the air around you. How does that air feel? 
What’s its temperature? Is it too hot or cold? Is it 
moving or still? Where does that air come from? Look 
around you and see if you can spot an air vent or two. 
Maybe the AC is running and cool air is coming out of 
it. Or maybe hot air if it’s cold outside.  

The ventilation systems that move hot or cool air 
through a building are extremely important, as you 
quickly find out when they aren’t working properly. 
When things are working, we rarely give them much 
thought, but behind the walls of our buildings are all 
kinds of “guts” (including air ducts, water pipes, and wiring) that allow our buildings to function.  

Tony is a mechanical engineer who designs the ventilation 
systems for all sorts of construction projects. He has worked 
on hotels, apartments, office buildings, and is even currently 
working on designing the system for a jail (an especially 
complex project).   

Buildings are designed by many different people with 
different expertise. Architects, civil engineers, structural 
engineers, electrical engineers, and mechanical engineers 
like Tony all need to work together. It’s a tricky process to 
navigate, because decisions made by one designer often 
impact those made by someone else.  

“A lot of times we’ll have our ducts in place and someone will say, ‘Hey, sorry, we had to put 
giant beam here.’ So, we reroute that duct or maybe even add a whole other system because 
we can't cross one of these giant beams. It’s a very iterative and back-and-forth process.” 

A lot of Tony’s expertise comes from being able to anticipate the needs of other people who are 
involved in the design work. He’s got a good sense of what architects tend to want (especially if he’s 
worked with them before), what structural engineers are going to need, and so on. The more in tune 
everyone can be with one another, 
the less re-design and iteration is 
needed. 

How Much Air? 

One of the first things that Tony 
needs to figure out when designing 
a ventilation system is how large the 
system needs to be. How much air 
will need to be delivered to each of 
the various rooms in the building? 

How often do you pay attention to this? 

Not the most well-designed ventilation system… 

Tony worked on renovations for this hotel. Putting a modern 
heating/cooling system in an old building was… challenging 



Larger systems are generally going to cost more, but you need to make sure you can heat and cool 
different rooms effectively. If you have, say, a classroom that might hold 30 people, you want to be 
sure that your cooling system can handle all of that body heat, even in the summer! 

Tony starts by creating a model (using computer software) of the building that accounts for all the 
various sources of heat, beginning 
with the heat that comes from the 
outside environment. 

 

 

“You start with your floor plan and 
measure the areas of every single 
room. You measure lengths of walls, 
and you measure roof area. And then 
we run calculations on that using 
software called Trane Trace. We use 
that to model how the environment 
impacts the inside space. It takes into 
account where you are in the world, 
including your weather outside and 
where the sun is in relation to where 
you are.” 

 

 

Next, you need to consider all the things inside the building that will generate heat.  

“People are usually the biggest contributor, because we put out a good bit of heat. So, we plug 
in people that are going to be in each room and how physically active they will be, but also 
anything else that we think my generate heat. So, computers, microwaves, refrigerators, 
anything else you can think of.” 

Once he has a model, he starts figuring out how much air flow different rooms will need, typically 
measured in “cubic feet per minute” or “cfm.”  He also needs to figure out which rooms can be on a 
shared heating/cooling system (which means they’ll be on the same thermostat) and which ones need 
their own system.  

1. Based on where you live, what sides of a building are likely to get the most heat from 
the sun? Why is that? 

2. Notice that, before Tony starts designing anything, he begins by analyzing the 
building. Why is that a wise strategy, both in this case and for engineering in general? 

Some Examples of Computer-Based Models 



“Conference rooms usually need their own thermostat because 90% of the time there's zero 
people in there. But then that other 10% of the time, you might pack 50 people into that small 
room and suddenly you need to do a lot of cooling. We have to account for all those things.” 

Finally, once he knows what the system actually has to do, Tony can start actually drawing in the 
ductwork that will go into the building. He can figure out 
the size of the heating and cooling systems that need to be 
put in, how much ductwork he’ll need, what kinds of 
vents to put in all of the rooms. There are plenty of 
“standard” ways of making those decisions, and also 
quite a few regulations that need to be followed.  As just 
one illustration of that, Tony uses a tool called the 
“Ductulator” that will tell him how big various ducts need 
to be for a given shape and for a given air flow. The fact 
that such a tool even exists tells you how often these 
kinds of decisions need to be made! 

Pressure Matters 

When you push air into and out of a room, you change its pressure. If a room in a building, or the 
building as a whole, ends up with higher air pressure than its surroundings, it is said to have “positive 
pressure.” When you have positive pressure, the air inside is going to want to escape.  

“If you have pressurized it just enough, what happens is the air just leaks out through all the 
gaps and construction between doors, windowsills, even walls tend to leak a bit. Not a lot, but 
they leak here and there. So, you want a positive pressurization. And the reason you want it is 
if you don't have it positive, what happens is the opposite: outside air starts to come in 
through all those cracks. Instead of bringing that 95 degree into your air conditioning 
equipment, you’re bringing it in everywhere.” 

So positive pressure is generally a good thing, but too much pressure can be a problem as well! 

“You've seen it a lot when you go into buildings where the door is just standing open a little 
bit. If you try to close it, it opens right back up. That's a building that's over pressurized.” 

3. People often think of engineering as “applied math 
and science.” That’s partially true, but engineers 
need more than just science and math to do their 
work. What are some science principles that you 
see Tony using here? What knowledge is Tony 
using that goes beyond science principles? 

4. If you had a building that was under-pressurized, what would happen when you try to 
push open a door? What if you tried to leave it open? 



There are some situations where pressure becomes especially important. In hospitals, think about a 
room where surgery is going to be done. You want to keep the air in that room as free from germs as 
possible, so you don’t want air coming in from any of the surrounding rooms. That means you need 
positive pressure (and, in fact, health regulations will tell you exactly how much positive pressure you 
need). One little problem that comes up here: how do you know if the room is positively pressurized? 
This isn’t something that the human body can just “feel.”  

“In hospitals, you need to have a visual indicator of 
pressurization. That can be as fancy as a 
pressurization monitoring station with LED lights that 
light up and say, “Hey, we're positive.” But my favorite 
one is way simpler: a ping pong ball and a tube. 
Basically, you put a tube through a wall with openings 
on either side, and the ball just slides back and forth 
based on the pressure. It’s a great visual indicator 
because you can look up and say, ‘Oh hey, I see a ping-
pong ball, I shouldn't see that.’” 

 

Getting Into Engineering 

Tony started on his career path in high school, where 
he had the opportunity to take a drafting course. He 
had a great experience and a great teacher, and when 

he went to college he knew he wanted to get involved with designing buildings. He considered 
architecture, but ended up settling on a different path.  

“I'm glad I did because I really do like mechanical engineering and it's more suited to my skill 
set. I tend to be much better with numbers and in the kind of thinking that goes with 
engineering.” 

His work also gives him an appreciation for the many under-appreciated parts of the world around us. 

“I have two daughters, and they always see me looking at different things in a different way. 
We’ll walk into a space and the first thing I do is look up. They’ll ask me what I’m looking at, 
and I'm looking at the HVAC [heating, ventilation, and air conditioning], or at the electrical 
systems they have, the kinds of lights. All that stuff intrigues me because it's what I do.” 

 

 

This is a pressure monitor in a surgical suite. 
This room has lower pressure than the one 
on the other side of the wall.  
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5. Both architects and engineers are designers who work on buildings. How is Tony’s 
engineering work similar to and different from what an architect would do? 

6. Tony designs systems that we often don’t think much about, but are important parts of 
making our world function. What are some other examples of technological systems that 
are “hidden, but important”? What role might engineers play in those systems? 


